Fire in the OR: “All Hands-on Deck!”
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Abstract

In response to our recent OR fire, our institution initiated a safety review and quality improvement project regarding our emergency preparedness. Several major modifications have been implemented including an all hands-on deck approach to training, increased frequency of simulation exercises with OR safety and fire-fighting equipment, as well as inclusion into our surgical timeout process. Operating room fires are rare but potentially catastrophic with costly loss of resource and possibly life.
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Introduction

This case report details a true operating room electrical fire emergency and details the response by the operating room staff in preserving both life and property. This preventable fire itself highlights the hazardous nature of the operating theater as well as the responsibilities when faced with such an emergency. Much focus has rightfully been given to preventing such instances but in the face of such emergencies only preparation and teamwork can prevent catastrophic outcomes. Anticipation and preparation therefore must remain an important element in the modern operating room prevention fire protocol. The measures we have implemented have led to immediate improvements in our teams’ readiness for the next OR emergency.

Case Report

The case was scheduled as a routine elective laparoscopic sigmoidectomy for colon cancer. Pre-operatively there was no indication of anything out of the ordinary. Once general anesthesia was administered and the endotracheal tube secured, the patient was positioned in typical lithotomy position and prepped with DuraPrep applicators. Once all participants were gowned and ready the standard pre-operative time-out was conducted. During the colectomy, we found dense adhesions between the abdominal wall and the descending and sigmoid colon. Furthermore, when dissecting deep into the pelvis, the tumor was found to be firmly adherent to the urinary bladder. Dissection finally freed the neoplasm from the bladder wall but, given the circumstances, the integrity of the bladder wall was questioned. In the dimly lit confines of the laparoscopy suite, the circulating nurse dutifully organized a saline bladder irrigation set-up. Solution was gently instilled into the bladder towards detecting a leak in the bladder wall. No one had appreciated a steady leak from the bag itself directly onto the monitor’s power source. The conductive saline solution had shorted out the power supply, tripping the breaker in the adjacent surge protector, but not before igniting a small, albeit terrifying, electrical fire. The mere presence of an operating fire put into motion a series of events including intensive investigations, root cause analyses, and mandatory reporting. The case itself resumed with some delay and progressed surprisingly smoothly once the equipment was replaced. Thankfully the patient was not harmed throughout the ordeal and recovered from surgery without complication. The surgical team and the department at large, however, were left with a renewed appreciation for the risks of operating room fires and a dedication to improving our preparedness.

Discussion

There are more than 50 million surgeries performed in the USA each year, but only approximately 100 surgical fires, according to Emergency Care Research Institute (ECRI) and the FDA. Of these fires, 20 to 30 cause serious injury or disfigurement, and one or two are fatal [1]. It is thought that some fires are never reported for fear of litigation, therefore, other sources may report a higher incidence. These fires not only can cause physical harm to the patient, but they can also damage the healthcare organization.

A recent review of the malpractice claims in the American Society of Anesthesiologists Closed Claims revealed that claims associated with OR fires are more often paid than non-fire related claims. Data from the Joint Commission Sentinel Event Alert reveals that the most common ignition sources are the electrosurgical equipment (68%) and lasers (13%). The most common locations are the airway (34%) and the head and face (28%), while a high oxygen concentration contributed to the fire in 74% of cases [2].

In an operating suite, there are many items that can catch fire in
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of Operating Room Fires by the American Society of Anesthesiologists

In response to the recent operating room fire, the faculty and staff initiated an internal review process to identify weaknesses and areas for improvement in our emergency preparedness. While all of our equipment and protocols met or exceeded regulations set forth by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and Joint Commission, the incident and subsequent review identified areas for improvement in 1) fire drill attendance and participation, 2) knowledge of pre-operative fire risk factors, 3) techniques for managing fire risk, 4) individual roles during an emergency, 5) evacuation routes and individual responsibilities, and 6) patient safety and professional accountability.

The first area for improvement involved our use of fire drills. While fire drills had been a part of our disaster preparedness plan for some time, attendance was limited to essential administrative personnel and available surgical staff. As such, participation was consistently poor. Following the review, this was changed to a mandatory event for all surgical staff, relevant administration, house staff, and attending surgeons. The drill was conducted during pre-scheduled protected educational block time and the OR schedule was adjusted in order to accommodate maximum participation.

The structure and contents of the fire drill were also heavily modified following the review. First, the opportunity to conduct group education sessions on various fire and safety topics was utilized. This included basic fire science and the fire tetrahedron (Figure 1), common and uncommon hazards in the operating room, fire risk stratification as part of the pre-operative “time-out” (Figure 2), and the ECRI recommendations for preventing operating room fires (Figure 3). In addition, whereas previous fire drills were largely didactic in nature and conducted at the central scheduling desk, the drills were modified to include “walking rounds” throughout the operative theatres to emphasize these points.

Throughout these walking rounds, knowledge of various critical
elements of the emergency response plan were assessed and emphasized. This included staff response to a fire alarm, evacuation procedures, alarm initiation, and finally a practical demonstration of staff knowledge. The course of these measures was tracked according to a standardized checklist (Figure 4).

In addition to utilizing the fire drill time for group education, modifications were made to develop team communication and problem-solving skills through practical application. This was accomplished through a series of mock cases involving a fire or other emergency. These simulations were performed in the operating room with the operating team fully gowned, various instruments, trays, and equipment about the room, and with a mock patient draped on the table. Every effort was made to make the simulation as true as possible. With the audience of surgical staff looking on, the team was confronted with multiple scenarios involving intra-operative emergencies including fire, power outage, and natural disaster. The team was required to access each scenario, take immediate steps to protect the patient and staff, contain the emergency when possible, and finally sound the alarm and activate the emergency response system. This simulation process alone represented a major milestone in our training regimen, and resulted in a marked and immediate improvement in our training process.

Overall, these changes represent a marked improvement in the comprehensiveness of our training and preparedness for the next major OR emergency. While no one expects an emergency or disaster situation to occur during routine operations, our experience has demonstrated that these situations can and do occur without warning. We believe that the training program implemented here will provide our OR personnel

At the start of surgery:
- Enriched O2 and N2O atmospheres can vastly increase flammability of drapes, plastics, and hair. Be aware of possible O2 enrichment under the drapes near the surgical site and in the fenestration, especially during head/neck surgery.
- Do not drape the patient until all flammable preps have fully dried.
- Fiberoptic light sources can start fires: Complete all cable connections before activating the source. Place the source in standby mode when disconnecting cables.
- Moisten sponges to make them ignition resistant in oropharyngeal and pulmonary surgery.

For surgery with open delivery of supplemental O2:
- Question the need for 100% O2 for open delivery during head/neck surgery.
- As a general policy, use air or ≤30% O2 for open delivery to the face.
- Arrange drapes to minimize O2 buildup underneath.
- Keep fenestrations towel edges as far from the incision as possible.
- Place an incise drape to isolate head and neck incisions from O2 and alcohol vapors.
- Coat head hair and facial hair (e.g., eyebrows, beard, moustache) within the fenestration with water-soluble surgical lubricating jelly to make it nonflammable.
- For coagulation, use bipolar, not monopolar electrosurgery.

During oropharyngeal surgery:
- Scavenge deep within the oropharynx with separate suction to catch leaking O2 and N2O.
- Soak gauze or sponges used with uncuffed tracheal tubes to minimize gas leakage into the oropharynx, and keep them wet.

When performing electrosurgery, electrolytrey, or laser surgery:
- Stop supplemental O2 (≥O2 concentration is ≤40%) at least one minute before and during use of the unit, if possible.
- Activate the unit only when the active tip is in view (especially if looking through a microscope or endoscope).
- Deactivate the unit before the tip leaves the surgical site.
- Place electrosurgical electrodes in a holder or another location off the patient when not in active use (i.e., when not needed within the next few moments).
- Place lasers in standby mode when not in active use.
- Do not place rubber catheter sleeves over electrosurgical electrodes.

Figure 3: ECRI recommendations to prevent surgical fires (A clinician’s guide to surgical fires. How they occur, how to prevent them, how to put them out., 2003).
with the knowledge, skills, and practice to protect our patients, our staff, and our facility in the face of virtually any emergency. We will continue to conduct periodic drills, reassign staff response, conduct future training, and modify our training program to meet the changing hazards facing our department [7-12].

Conclusion

Operating room fires are an uncommon, but detrimental events to patients, OR staff, and to the entire institution. Understanding how these fires develop and adequately assessing the specific risks factors are essential elements in successfully preventing them. Regular fire drill exercises with the participation of the entire operating room team can improve the overall outcomes response once a fire occurs. After a fire, appropriate documentation and reporting must be followed.
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